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only in the Normandy and Lorient versions of the French
ballad, that is from the area nearest to England:
Sur la tombe du gar$on on y mit une epine;
Sur la tombe de la belle on y mit une olive:
L'olive criit si haut	qu'eile embrassa lupine.
It appears in some versions in both British families:
Lord Thomas was buried in the church,
Fair Eleanor in the choir;
And out from her bosom there grew a red rose,
And out of Lord Thomas the briar.
It grew till it reached the church tip top
When it could grow no higher;
And then it entwined like a true lover's knot
For all true loves to admire.28
The reason for the erratic appearance of this motif is that it
is not peculiar to this ballad. It is shared by some versions of
several other ballads, a kind of "free variable'', borrowed
probably from the Tristan romance, which ballad singers
attached to any ballad they thought was suitable.
To conclude, the nearest to the archetypal ballad is, in
my opinion, the French version. It tells a simple story out
of which the British and Scandinavian ballads could have
developed—the reverse process would involve too many
difficulties. British I is nearest to the French; its story is
practically the same story filled out with incremental repetition
and other national ballad conventions. British II is a rehandling
of the story which has now become violent and tragic rather
than pathetic. It has turned into a much more dramatic ballad.
The Scandinavian versions are even further away from the
French, and the second Scandinavian family, with its variant
endings to the story, is even further away than the first.
The French version derives another claim to be considered
as the earliest from the general drift of all kinds of literature
from France to Scandinavia and Britain, which is known to

